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Abstract 
de Luca, A., and S. Varricchio, Finiteness and iteration conditions for semigroups, Theoretical 
Computer Science 87 (1991) 315-327. 
Let S be a semigroup and m and n two integers such that m > 0 and n 3 0. We say that S verifies 
the iteration property C( n, m) if the following condition is verified: For any sequence s, , s2, , s,,, 
of m elements of S there exist i, j such that 1 c isjc m and s,. s,,, = s, s,-, 
(s,. s,ys,+, s,. The main result of the paper is that if a finitely generated semigroup S 
satisfies C(2, m) or C(3, m) for a suitable m > 0 then S is finite. An application to the theory of 
regular languages is given. There exists a positive, uniform, “block-pumping property” which 
assures the regularity of a language. This result gives a partial answer to a question raised in 
Ehrenfeucht et al. (1981). 
1. Introduction 
The study of finiteness conditions for semigroups consists in giving suitable 
requirements which are verified by a finite semigroup and are such that any semigroup 
satisfying them is finite. 
The most natural requirement is that the semigroup is finitely generated. Finiteness 
conditions for finitely generated semigroups are very important both in algebra and 
automata theory. Indeed, if one supposes that the semigroup is also periodic, the 
study ofthese finiteness conditions for semigroups (and groups) is called the Burnside 
problem for semigroups (and groups) (cf. [ 131). Th e relation with automata is based 
on the fact that a language L on a finite alphabet is recognizable if and only if the 
syntactic semigroup S(L) of L is finite. Hence, in principle, any finiteness condition 
for finitely generated semigroups can be translated in a regularity condition for 
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languages. The study of finiteness conditions for periodic languages (i.e. such that 
S(L) is periodic) has been called the Burnside problem for languages (cf. [ 161). 
Several finiteness conditions for finitely generated semigroups have been given 
in the recent years based on different concepts such as: strong periodicity, iteration- 
property on the right, permutation-property, minimal conditions on ideals, strong- 
repetitive morphisms, etc. (cf. [17,3, 15,2, 11,4,9]). 
With regard to the iteration properties we observe that this concept is inspired 
to “pumping conditions” for regular languages and is a generalization of the 
“strong-periodicity” of Simon [ 161. 
Let S be a semigroup and m and n two integers such that m > 0 and n 2 0. We 
say that S verifies the iteration property C( n, m) if the following condition is verified. 
C(n, m): For any sequence sl, s2, . . . , s,,, of m elements of S there exist i, j such 
that l<isjsrn and 
si . . . s, = s1 . . . si-l(Si. . .sj)“sj+, . . . s, . 
We say that S verifies the (central) iteration property if there exists an integer m 
such that condition C( n, m) is verified for a suitable n 2 0. 
In [3] the following stronger iteration property D( n, m), called iteration property 
on the right, was considered. 
D(n, m): For any sequence s,, s2,. . . , s, of m elements of S there exist i, j such 
that lcisjcrn and 
s, . . . sj = s, . . . si-l(Si. . . sjy. 
Let S be a finitely generated semigroup. It was proved in [3], as a consequence 
of a theorem of Hotzel, that D(2, m) assures the finiteness of S. Recently we have 
proved [4], as a consequence of a generalized version of the theorem of Hotzel, 
that also D(3, m) implies the finiteness of S. 
A further condition that we consider is the following: We say that S satisfies the 
iteration condition C(r, s; m) of order m if for any sequence s,, s2,. . . , s, of m 
elements of S there exist i, j such that 1 s i c j s m and 
s, . ..s. = s1 . . . Si-*(Si.. . Sj)'Sj+l . . . S* =S1.. . Si-,(Si.. . Sj)"Sj+l . . . S,. 
In [3] the question has been posed whether the central iteration property implies 
the finiteness of S. In this paper we give an answer to this question. More precisely 
we prove the following main result. 
Theorem 1.1. Let S be a$nitely generated semigroup and n an integer 3 0. If S satis$es 
C(n,n+l;m) orC(n,n+2;m) orC(n+2,2n+l;m) thenSisj?nite. 
We remark that condition C(l, n; m) is equivalent to condition C(n, m) so that 
from the above result one derives that if a finitely generated semigroup S satisfies 
C(2, m) or C(3, m) then it isjinite. 
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Theorem 1.1 has an application to the theory of regular languages since it shows 
the existence of a positive, uniform, “block-pumping property” which assures the 
regularity of a language. This result gives an answer to a question asked in [5]. 
2. Notations and preliminaries 
In the following A will denote a finite set, or alphabet, and A+ (resp. A*) the 
free-semigroup (resp. free-monoid) over A. The elements of A are called letters and 
those of A* words. The identity element of A* is denoted by A. For any word w, 
IwI denotes its length. 
Let the alphabet A be totally ordered by the relation <. We can totally order At 
by the relation ca, called alphabetic order, defined as follows: For all u, v E A+ 
u (a v if and only if \uI < )o( or if IuI = Iv1 then u clex U, 
where clex denotes the lexicographic order (cf. [14]). From the definition it follows 
that ca is a well-order. 
In the following we shall identify a finitely generated semigroup S with A+/cpcp-‘, 
where A is a finite alphabet and cp : A+ + S is a surjective morphism. Let s E S. In 
the set scp-’ there is a unique minimal element with respect to the alphabetic order 
usually called the canonical representative of s. If s, t E S we say that s is a factor 
of t if t E S’sS’. If t E sS’ (resp. t E S’s) then s is called prejix (resp. su@x) of t. For 
any s E S we denote by F(s) the set of factors of s. For any subset X of S, 
F(X) = lJ,,,F(s). One says that X is closed by factors if F(X) =X. 
Lemma 2.1. Let S be ujinitely generated semigroup and T any subset of S closed by 
factors. Then the set CT. of the canonical representatives of T is closed by factors. 
Proof. Let x E CT and u be a factor of x, i.e. x = Aup, with A, p E A*. Since 
cp(x)=cp(A)q(u)cp(p)and Tisclosedbyfactorsonehascp(u)E TandthenuE TV-‘. 
Suppose now that U’E A+ exists such that u’< a u and cp(u’) = q(u). If \u’( < IuI then 
x’= hu’p is such that lx’1 < 1x1 and cp(x’) = p(x) which is a contradiction. Let us 
then suppose lull= JuI and u’< ,_ u. Thus x’= Au’p < lex Aup and cp(x’) = p(x) which 
is again a contradiction. Hence u E C, which concludes the proof. 0 
An infinite word w (from left-to-right) over A is any map w : N + A. For each 
n 3 0, we set w, = w(n). A word u E A+ is a finite factor of w if there exist integers 
i,j,Osicj, such that u=wi... wj ; we denote the factor u also as x[ i, j] and the 
set of all finite factors of w by F(w). For each n > 0 the factor w[O, n - I]= wO . . . w,_, 
of length n is called the prejix of w of length n and will be simply denoted by w[n]. 
The following lemma is a restatement of the famous Lemma of KGnig in terms 
of words. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let F be an infinite subset of A+. Then there exists an injinite word 
x : N + A such that any factor of x is factor of injnitely many words of F. 
Definition 2.3. An infinite word t : N + A is uniformly recurrent if there exists a map 
k : A* + N with the property that any word 1.4 E F(t) is factor of all words w E F(t) 
whose length ]wI 2 k(u). 
For any infinite word Z, we define for all u E F(t) the quantity 
k(t, u)=Sup{lw( IWE F(t) and UE! F(w)}. 
One has, of course, that t is uniformly recurrent if and only if k( r, u) <co for each 
u E F(r). 
The concept of uniformly recurrent word is very important since, as we shall see 
in the next lemma, for any infinite word r there exists an infinite uniformly recurrent 
word whose factors are factors of r. This result can be derived by arguments of 
symbolic-dynamics (cf. [7]). We report here a proof based on a simple combinatorial 
argument (cf. [12]). 
Lemma 2.4. Let r:N+ A be an infinite word on the alphabet A. Then there exists a 
uniformly recurrent word x:N-+ A such that F(x) c F(r). 
Proof. Let r: N + A be an infinite word and let wl, w2,. . . , w,, . . . be an arbitrary 
enumeration of the factors of r. We define an infinite sequence {r,,},z, of infinite 
words as follows: to= r. For every i> 0 we consider the set E, = 
{VE F(ri_,)Iwi@ F(V)}. 0 ne has, of course that Ei is a finite set if and only if 
k(ri_, , wi) < 00. We then pose r, = r,-, if Et is a finite set. If Ei is infinite by the 
Lemma 2.2 there exists an infinite word, that we take as r,, such that F(r,) E Ei. 
Let us observe that in the preceding latter case Wi r~ F(r,). Moreover, in any case 
F( r,) G F( r,_,). Hence if w, E F( 4) and j 2 r then one derives that w, E F( rr), r, = rlpl, 
and k(r,_, , w,) < 00. Moreover, since F(q) G F(q) it follows that k(t,, w,) G 
k(t,-, , 4 < 00. 
Let us now choose in each ri, i30, a factor ui of length luil = i. Let us denote by 
U the set U = {u~}~~~. By using again Lemma 2.2 one has that there exists an infinite 
word x : N + A such that any factor of x is a factor of infinitely many words of U. 
This implies, of course, F(x) G F(r). Suppose now that w E F(x). One has w = w, 
for a suitable r > 0. Since there are infinitely many j 2 r such that w = w,. E F( ii) c 
F(r,), it follows that k(t,, w) d k(r,_, , w) < ~0. Thus k(x, w) < co since by the con- 
struction F(x) E F(t,). Hence x is uniformly recurrent. 0 
3. Bi-ideal sequences 
Definition 3.1. A finite sequence f,, fi, . . . , fn of words of A* is called a bi-ideal 
sequence of order n if and only if f, E A and f; E~;-,A*&, for each i E [2, n]. An 
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infinite sequence {fn}n,O of words of A* is called a bi-ideal sequence if, for any 
n>O,f,,.. . , fn is a bi-ideal sequence of order n. 
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a finitely generated semigroup and cp : A’+ S the canonical 
epimorphism. If H is an infinite subset of S closed by factors then there exists a bi-ideal 
sequence {fn},,,,, such that 
(i) p(fn)E H, for all n>O, 
(ii) for all i,j, if j, cp(J;) # cp(f;). 
Proof. Let C,, or simply C, be the set of canonical representatives of the elements 
of H. Since C is closed by factors then by using the Lemma of K&rig, there exists 
an infinite word t : N+ A such that F(t) c C. By Lemma 2.4 there exists a uniformly 
recurrent word x : N -+ A such that F(x) c F(t). We can now define, inductively, the 
following bi-ideal sequence {fn}n,O. We pose f, = x[ I]. For every i > 0 suppose that 
J; is a prefix of x such that J ~f_~A*f_, , i > 1. Then the factor of x 
has as factor J;. This implies that x has the prefix J;+1 =J;gJ, with gi E A*. 
Since for every n > 0, fn E F(x) G C then cp( fn) E H. Moreover, since C is the set 
of the canonical representatives of the elements of H is follows that for all i, j, i f j, 
u,(f) + cp(J;). 0 
In the rest of this paper we also need the following. 
Lemma 3.3. Let x : N + A be a untformly recurrent infinite word. There exists a map 
q : N + N such that for every pair of integers i and m such that i > q( m - l), x[ i] has 
a sufhx fm which is the m-th term of a bi-ideal sequence u = {f, , . . . , fm} where f, E A 
and f;+, =Ag,f; (i=l,..., m-l), lf;l<q(i-1) (i=l,...,m) andg,EaA* wherea 
is the last letter of x[ i + 11. 
Proof. Since x is uniformly recurrent there exists a map k : A* + N with the property 
that any word u E F(x) is factor of all words w E F(x) whose length IwI > k(u). For 
each n > 0, we pose 
k(n) = max{ k( u) 1 u E A”}. 
Moreover, we define the map q : N + N, inductively, as 
4(O) = I, q(r+l)= k(q(r)+l)+q(r) for all ra0. (3.1) 
The proof is by induction on the integer r in the interval [l, m). We suppose that 
XLil = x[i - lfrll_L 
where fr is the rth term of the bi-ideal sequence u and then prove that x[i] has as 
suffix the term fr+,. 
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Let a be the last letter of x[ i + 11. Since f*a is a factor of the uniformly recurrent 
word x then the right factor of x[ i - (frl] of length k(q( r - 1) + 1) contains as a factor 
f,a. Thus x[i] has the suffix 
with g, E aA*. Moreover, one has 
Ifi+,l~k(q(r-l)+I)+q(r-I)=q(r). 
The proof of the base of the induction is similar; one has only to observe that fi 
is the last letter of x[ i] so that Ifi1 = 1 = q(0). 0 
Letf,, . . . ,fm be a bi-ideal sequence, where fi E A and f;+, =JgJ (i = 1, . . . , m - 
1). We can give a canonical decomposition of the words J (i = 1,. . . , m) in the 
following way: We set w. = f, and Wi =Jgi for any i > 0. Then we can decompose 
fi‘ as 
J; = wi-i . . . wg. (3.2) 
In fact fi =fi-lgi_IJ;_i, SO that by induction the result easily follows. Moreover, one 
has that 
wi = wi-, . . . wag; . (3.3) 
The following lemma will play a crucial role in the proof of the main theorem. 
Lemma 3.4. Let fm be the mth term of a bi-ideal sequence, where f, E A andJ+, =figiJ; 
(i=l,..., m - l), and let 
fm = w,-, . . . w. 
be the canonical decomposition offm. Let n, r, s be integers such that n > 1, 0 < s < r s 
m - 1 and let h,,,, be the word 
h r,r.n = W,_l.. . w,+1(w,. . . w,yw,_, . . . wg. (3.4) 
One then has 
Proof. Since n > 1 one can write h,,, as 
h r,s,n = w,_, . . . w,+,w,. . . w,w,h 
for a suitable h E A*. Since r 2 s by iteration of (3.3) one derives that 
(3.5) 
w, = w,-, . . . w,g,u, 
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so that from (3.5) it follows that 
k,,, E&J*. 0 
4. A decomposition theorem for an interesting class of semigroups 
In this section we consider a class of semigroups, that we denote by %, which 
are of great interest for the Burnside problem for semigroups, and more generally, 
for the study of finiteness conditions for semigroups. 
Definition 4.1. A semigroup S belongs to the class %’ if and only if it satisfies the 
following requirements: 
(i) S is finitely generated, 
(ii) S is periodic, 
(iii) all finitely generated subgroups of S have finite orders. 
A semigroup of the class % generally is not finite. Let S be the semigroup 
S = A+/ s, where = is the congruence generated by the relation xn = x”+‘. S belongs 
trivially to the class %. If the exponent n = 1 then, as shown by Green and Rees 
[S], S is finite. However S is infinite if n > 1 and card(A) > 1. When card(A) > 2 
the result is an easy consequence of the existence of infinitely many square free 
words on an alphabet with three symbols (cf. [14]). The result is also true when 
card(A) =2, as shown in [l]. 
We present in this Section, after some preliminary lemmas, a decomposition 
theorem (cf. Theorem 4.3) for semigroups of the class %, which is of great importance 
to prove our main result. In fact a finitely generated semigroup S which satisfies 
an iteration property C(r, s; m) is, trivially, periodic. Moreover, as we shall see in 
Section5,ifSverifiesthepropertiesC(n,n+l;m)orC(n,n+2;m)orC(n+2,2n+ 
1; m), then all finitely generated subgroups of S have finite orders, so that in these 
cases S belongs to the class Ce. 
Let S be a semigroup. We shall consider some quasi-order relations in S. We 
recall that a quasi-order relation < in S is reflexive and transitive. The meet s n s -I 
is an equivalence relation = and the quotient of S by = is a poset (partially ordered 
set). An element s E X E S is minimal (resp. maximal) in X with respect to s if, 
for everyxEX, xss (resp. ssx) implies that x=s. For s, teS if sst and s+t 
then we set s < r. 
Now let us consider the following relations in a semigroup S: For s, TV S, 
s set (resp. s sI t) if and only if S’s G S’t (resp. sS’ c 6’). 
One can easily see that sp and s--t are quasi-order relations of S. The equivalence 
relation =e (resp. -,) is the Green relation 9 (resp. relation 3). 
The following lemma states that in a $class Z of a periodic semigroup all the 
elements of Z are minimal in Z with respect to the quasi-order relation GE. 
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Lemma 4.2. Let S be a periodic semigroup and a, b two elements of S. If a2 b and 
a se b then a Ore b (resp. a s1 b then a 2 b). 
Proof. Suppose a G( b. One has S’a G S’b, i.e. a = xb, x E S’. Since a 2 b there exist 
A, p E S’ such that 
b = Aap = hxbp = (hx)“bp”“, n z 0. 
Since S is periodic there exist integers i, j such that i < j and j_~ i = pLi. Thus setting 
p = j - i one derives 
b = (Ax)‘+PbPi+P = (Ax)P(Ax)ibpi = (Ax)Pb = (Ax)P-lAxb = (Ax)P-‘Aa. 
Hence a 2? b. 0 
Now we recall a proposition (cf. [13, Chapter 10, Lemma 3.41) which gives us 
some useful information about the maximal subgroups of a regular 6%class having 
only finitely many P&classes. 
Lemma 4.3. Let S be a finitely generated semigroup and D a regular 5%class of S 
having a jinite number of %classes (or T-classes). Then the maximal subgroups of 
D are jinitely generated. 
Let S be a finitely generated semigroup. We introduce in S the following quasi- 
order relation s: For a, b E S, 
a s b if and only if S’aS’ G S’bS’; 
one easily verifies that the equivalence relation = is equal to the Green relation 9. 
We define inductively a sequence {EZ,},aO of sets: Ho = p) and, for all n > 0, 
Hn = Uj=l,...,n Cl, 
where for j> 0, C, is the set of elements of S\H,_, which are maximal with respect 
to s in S\ Hj_1. Moreover, we set KS = IJj>o Hj. 
Theorem 4.4. Let S be a semigroup of the class C. For every n 2 0, H,, isfinite, closed 
by factors and union of $-classes. S is infinite if and only if Ks = lJj,O H, is injinite. 
If S is$nite then S = Ks. 
Proof. We begin by proving, following an inductive argument, that for all j > 0 if 
H,_, is finite and S\Hj_, #0 then Cj it0 and Hj, as well as Cj, are finite sets. 
In fact let m be an element of S\Hj_, . Since S is finitely generated one can write 
m =x, . . . x,, with x, E X (i = 1,. . . , n) where X is a finite set of generators for S. 
It follows that either 
(i) m = ay with a E S\Hj~, n X, or 
(ii) m = m’ay with rn’E H,_, , mra E S\H,_, , a E X and y E S’. 
In the first case one has S’mS’ z S’aS’; in the second case S’mS’c S’m’aS’. 
Since X and H,_, are finite sets, one derives that there is a finite subset 2 of S\H,_, 
with the property that for any m E S\H,_, there exists z E Z such that m G z. Since 
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2 is finite, one has that in 2, and then in S\Hj_’ , there are maximal elements with 
respect to s. Hence C, is not empty. 
Before proving the finiteness of Hj we need to prove that H, is closed by factors. 
We do this by induction (i.e. by supposing that H,_, is closed by factors). Let w E H, 
and m be a factor of w, i.e. 
w=hmp, with A, p E S’. 
We prove that m E Hj. We can suppose that w E C,, otherwise the conclusion would 
be trivially true by the induction hypothesis. If S’wS’ c S’mS’ then by the maximality 
of o in S\H,_, one derives m E Hj-1, and therefore m E Hi (since H,_, c Hj). Let 
us then suppose that S’wS’ = S’mS’, i.e. m and w are in the same $-class. If by 
contradiction m @ H, then there exists n E S\H,_, such that n > m, i.e. S’nS’ 1 
S’mS’ = S’oS’. Then we have that n > w which is in contradiction with the maximal- 
ity of w in S\H,_l . 
H, is a union of &classes. In fact let s E H, and t 9 s, i.e. S’ tS’ = S’sS’. This implies 
s = xty for suitable x, y E S’. Since Hi is closed by factors it follows that t E Hi. 
We observe now that Hi contains only finitely many PI2-classes. In fact, if m is an 
element of C, then either m = ay with a E X n C,, y E S’ or m = m’ay with m/E H,_, , 
YES’, m’a E C, and a E X. In the first case S’mS’ E S’aS’ and mS’ G as’. Since 
m E C, one has rn$ a and by Lemma 4.2 it follows m 92 a. In the latter case 
S’mS’ G S’m’aS’ and mS’ G m’aS’. Since m E C, it follows rn$ m’a and then by 
Lemma 4.2, m 23 m’a. Thus in any case the number of %-classes in C, is less than 
or equal to card(X)+card(X)card(H,_‘). Since by the induction hypothesis H,-, 
is a finite set, the result follows. 
In a similar way one shows that H, is a union of a finite number of Z-classes. 
Hence one derives that Hj is a union of a finite number of %-classes. 
We can prove now that H, is finite. Suppose by contradiction that H, is infinite. 
Since ej is closed by factors, one derives using Lemma 3.2 that there exists a 
sequence UJn,O of elements of Hj such that 
fiEX, .L =Llkkl.Ll, g,-]E S', n>L 
and 
fn #fm, for n # m. 
Since the number of x-classes in H, is finite, an integer k exists such that fk Xfn, 
for infinitely many n 2 k. Moreover, by the fact that fnS1 s f_,S’ (resp. S’fn G S1fn_l) 
one derives that fk 2 fn, for all n 2 k. The elements fn for n > k are all regular. 
Indeed, by f, 3 fn+l and fn zfn+, , it follows that there exist A, p E S’ such that 
fn =fn+,A and fn = tLfn+, 
Thus 
fn+1 =fngnfn =fn+‘fbLPf*+l 
and fn+l is regular. 
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The elements of the sequence {fn}nak lie in the same X-class H of a regular 
9-class D which is contained in Hjs Hence D has only finitely many %-classes. By 
Lemma 4.3 the maximal subgroups of D are finitely generated and by our hypothesis 
they are finite. This implies that H is finite in contradiction with the fact that the 
elements of the sequence {fn} are infinitely many. 
The proof of the base of the induction is trivial. 
Since for every n 2 0, H,, is finite and H,, E H,,,, , one derives that if S is infinite 
then for every n 3 0, H,, c H,,,, . Let us then suppose that S is finite. Then there 
must exist an integer k such that H,, = Hk for all n 3 k. Moreover S = Hk. In fact, 
otherwise one would have C,,, # 0 and Hk = Hktl. 0 
5. Proof of main theorem 
Lemma 5.1. Let S be a semigroup. If S veri$es the property C(n, n + 1; m) then all 
subgroups of S havefinite orders. If S is$nitely generated and satisjes C( n, n + 2; m) 
or C( n + 2,2n + 1; m) then all jinitely generated subgroups of S have jinite orders. 
Proof. Let S be a semigroup satisfying condition C( n, n + 1; m) and let G be any 
subgroup of S. We prove that card(G) 6 m. In fact let g, be the identity element of 
G and go, gl , . . . , g, be m + 1 distinct elements of G. We consider then the following 
sequence of m elements of G: h,, . . . , h,, having set hi =g,_,-‘gi (i = 1,. . . , m). 
From the condition C(n, n + 1; m) there exist integers i, j, 1 s i < j G m, such that 
h 1.. . hi_,(hi.. . hj)"hj+l . . . h, = h,. . . hi_,(hi.. . hj)“+‘hj+l.. . h,. 
By cancellation one derives 
hi.. . hj=go=gi_l-‘gj, 
or g,_r = g, which is a contradiction. 
Suppose now that S is finitely generated and G is a finitely generated subgroup 
of S. In a group G the property C(n, n +2; m), as well as C(n +2,2n + 1; m), 
implies the following condition: For any sequence g,, g,, . . . , g, of m elements of 
G there exist i, j such that 1 s is j 6 m and 
(gi...gj)2=g0. 
In [4] we have proved that a finitely generated group G satisfying the preceding 
condition is permutable, i.e. there exists an integer h > 1 such that any product of 
h elements of G can be rewritten in a nontrivial way. Since G is periodic then by 
using the theorem of Restivo and Reutenauer [15], it follows that G is finite. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let S be a finitely generated semigroup. Under the hypotheses 
of the theorem and by Lemma 5.1 one has that S belongs to the class 92, i.e. S is 
periodic and all finitely generated subgroups of S have finite orders. When n = 0 
the result is trivial, so we suppose that n > 0. 
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From Theorem 4.4 one has that S is infinite if and only if KS = u j,. Hi is an 
infinite subset of S. Moreover, KS is closed by factors. Thus if S is infinite then the 
set C = C,, of the canonical representatives of the elements of KS, is infinite, and 
by Lemma 2.1, closed by factors. 
By using the Lemma of Konig there exists an infinite word t : N + A, whose factors 
belong to the set C. Moreover, in view of Lemma 2.4 there exists an infinite uniformly 
recurrent word x : N+ A such that F(x) E F(t). 
One then has for every i > 0, 
cp(x[i])S’2 cp(x[i+ 11)s’. 
Suppose now first that an integer h exists such that for all i 2 h, 
cp(x[i])S1=cp(x[i+l])S’. 
This implies cp(x[i]) .%! cp(x[h]) for all i 2 h. Since p(x[ h]) E KS, a positive integer 
j exists such that cp(x[h]) E Hja We recall that Hj is a union of P&classes so that 
(P(x[~])E Hi, for all i> h. 
But Hj is a finite set; hence there must exist integers i and j, i <j, for which 
cp(x[i]) = cp(x[j]). This is a contradiction since x[i] and x[j] belong to C. Thus 
there exist infinitely many integers i for which 
cp(x[i])S’~rp(x[i+l])S’. (5.1) 
Suppose now that S satisfies an iteration property of order m. We can take i so 
large that i> q(m) (cf. (3.1)), x[i+ l] =x[i]a, a E A and the preceding relation (5.1) 
is verified. Since x is uniformly recurrent by Lemma 3.3 one has that x[i] has a 
suffix fm+, which is the (m + 1)th term of a bi-ideal sequence u= {J, . . . ,fmtl}, 
wheref,EA andA+,=Jgif; (i=l,..., m), IJ;]cq(i-1) (i=l,..., m+l) and giE 
aA* where a is the last letter of x[ i + 11. 
The word fm+l can be canonically factorized (cf. (3.2)) as 
f*+l=w,...w,wO. 
Let us then consider the sequence cp(w,), . . . , cp(w,) of m elements of S. Since S 
satisfies an iteration property of order m, there exist integers n, r, s such that n > 1, 
O<sGrsm and 
q(fm+l) = p(hr,s,n), 
with h,,,,, = w,. . . w,+~(w,. . . w,)“w,_~ . . . wlwo. By Lemma 3.4, one has that 
h,s,” Ef,+,gsA*. 
Since g, E aA*, it follows that 
(P(fm+,) 3 cp(f,+,a). 
But this implies 
rp(xril) LzZ-9 cp(x[i+ 111, 
which is a contradiction. 0 
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6. An application to regular languages 
Let A be a finite alphabet. A language L over A is any subset of A+. The syntactic 
congruence = L of L is defined as follows: for all u, v E A+, 
u =L v if and only if Vh, k E A*(huk E Le hvk E L). 
We recall (cf. [6]) that a language L is recognizable by a finite automaton (or regular) 
if and only if the syntactic semigroup S(L) = A+/ 6 L is finite. It is well known that 
a regular language satisfies some “iteration” or “pumping” properties (or lemmas). 
More precisely, let us give the following definition. 
Definition 6.1. Let x be a word of a language L and z = z, . . . z,, where zi (i = 
1 9..., m) are letters (resp. words), a factor of x, i.e. x = Azp, A, /1 E A*. If there 
exist integers h, k, 1 s h G k G m, such that 
AZ, . . . Zh-I(Zh.. . Zk)nZk+, . . . z,p E L, 
for all n 2 0, then the word zh . . . zk is called a pump (resp. block-pump) for L. If 
the integers h and k do not depend on the context (A, p) such that Azp E L the 
pump is called uniform. The pump is called positive if it starts with n > 0. 
A regular language satisfies the following uniform block-pumping property (cf. 
[61). 
Proposition 6.2. A language L is regular if and only if there exists an integer m such 
thatifz=z,...z,, wherez,EA+(i=l,..., m) is a factor of a word of L then z has 
a uniform pump for L. 
Theorem 1.1 in the case of the syntactic semigroup S(L) of a language gives rise 
to the following proposition whose proof is straightforward. 
Proposition 6.3. A language L is regular if and only if there exist integers m and s such 
that for all z, , . . . , z, E At there exist integers h, k, 1 s h s k s m, such that for all s, 
PEA*, 
AZ, . . . z,/_L EL e AZ,. . . z~-~(z,, . . . zk)“zk+, . . . z,p E L 
for all n 2 s. 
Thus the preceding proposition shows the existence of a positive, uniform block- 
pumping property which is sufficient for the regularity of a language. 
Ehrenfeucht et al. [5] proved that if a language L satisfies a non-uniform block- 
pumping property then it is regular. However the proof is based on the fact that 
the pumping condition starts with n = 0, so that one can delete blocks (block 
cancellation property). A question raised in [5] is of whether or not there exists a 
positive block-pumping property assuring the regularity of a language. A partial 
answer to this question was given in [3] by considering iteration on the right. 
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A problem which remains open is whether there exists a positive nonuniform 
block-pumping property which assures the regularity of a language. 
Note (added in proof) 
A solution of the last problem was, recently, given by the second author in the 
paper “A positive nonuniform pumping condition for regular sets” (preprint L.I.T.P. 
90.89, Institut Blaise Pascal, Universite de Paris 6). 
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